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ABSTRACT
The flow fields of two different helicopter model rotors have
been investigated using a special visualization technique- the
"Flow Visualization Gun" technique. By the visualization of
"time lines" in the flow, the new technique allows the observation of complex flow patterns like the vortex structure over
comparatively long time periods. Even turbulent flow regions
can be visualized and the flow pictures, besides of providing
qualitative information for the physical interpretation of the
flow, are used for quantitative measurements of the flow
velocities. The "time lines" can be placed even intersecting the
rotor disc. Due to the Lagrangian view and the long observation
time, the method has advantages over the commonly used
Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LOA).
Different visualization photographs of rotor tip vortices
and rotor downwash will be presented in this paper, and
quantitative velocity data of the flow will be given. Depending
on the rotor configuration, a vortex breakdown due to the
pressure field of the following blade can be observed. The
structure of this burst tip vortex shows a significant enlargement of its core size, lower tangential velocities, and a
turbulent character. The overprediction of the blade loads by
computer codes which do not take the complex vortex
structure into account can be explained by these results.
The results obtained by the new visualization technique
will therefore be very useful for comparisons with calculated
data sets of the rotor flow or for the enhancement or improvement of new computer codes like the Navier Stokes' codes.
These codes promise to provide the theoretical solutions to
problems like the bursting of vortices in the future, but they
need extensive validation by experimental techniques. It is a
very efficient way to obtain a full physical knowledge of
complex flow fields by the combination of theoretical efforts
and computer calculations with different experimental techniques like. the one presented in this paper.

cases,alsothequantitativemeasurementofflowcharacteristics
like the flow velocities. It is very important to obtain these
quantitative data for the verification of flow field calculations
using Computational Fluid Dynamics codes ( CFD).
Currently used methods, like smoke injection, smoke
wire, pulsed smoke wire, the helium bubble technique, the
spark tracer technique, or the recent phosphorescent tracer
tedmiques all have distinct disadvantages which prevent their
application to special flow fields like the helicopter rotor flow,
A more detailed discussion and comparison of these methods
is presented in Refs. 2, 3 and 4. Alternatives are the probe-based
methods (hot wire) or the Laser Velocimetry (Refs. 5,6). These
methods, however, are restricted to the measurement of statistical data of the flow or single point measurements and cannot
give the desired Lagrangian view of the flow, which allows the
observation and measurement of singular complex flow patterns and their development over space and time. 'Ibis, however, is very important for the investigation of lamin.ar-turbulent transitions or burst vortices.
In this paper, the "Flow Visualization Gun"-technique
and its application to complex helicopter rotor flows will be
introduced. This teclmique, which is based on the ideas of J.
Steinhoff (Ref. 1), has several advantages over the currently
usedmethods.Afterashortprincipaldescriptionofthemethod
(a more detailed description can be found in Refs. 2, 3 and 4),
several flow photographs will be presented and discussed,
emphasizing the applicability of the new method to the investigation of complex flow fields and the roll-up and bursting of
vortices. Initial quantitative results, obtained by using digital
image processingteclmiques, will be presented concerning the
tip vortex structure and the downwash in the tip region of two
different test rotors.

THE NEW VISUAliZATION TECHNIQUE
INTRODUCTION
Blade Vortex Internction (BVI) noise or dynamic blade loads
are important factors forthedesignofhelicopter rotors. Calculations, using Biot-Savart law or even CFD codes, still cannot
reflectaccuratelythepressurefluctuationsonthebladesurface
during a vortex encounter. Normally they overpredict the
pressure peaks. Reason for this uncertainty is the fact that the
vortex structure and its development due to the strong influenceofthepressurefieldoftheapproachingbladearenotvery
well understood.
Here, the application of various new experimental techniquesonlywill provide the inforrnationneeded fortheunderstanding of the complex vortex structure. Of these, especially
the flow visualization techniques are im}Xlrtant tools for the
study ofcomplex flow patterns. l11e visualization images allow
the qualitative description of the entire flow field and, in some

The new method is based on the idea to produce, atone instant,
an initially straight line of smoke within the flow at an arbitrary
directionorlocation,nonnallyperpendiculartothemainflow.
The smoke particles in this smoke trace are very small and
follow the airflow very closely. Their motion can be used to
detennine the flow velocities normal to the smoke trace and,
under certain circumstances, also along the trace. TI1e smoke
traces have sharp edges, are very thin, can cover distances
greater than one meter, and can be placed almost everyv.rhere
in the flow field. Theyarecreated by heatingverysmalltitanium
pellets and projecting them through the fiow. Due to the
heating the pellets are burning and produce a trace of dense,
white titanium dioxide smoke which fills the wake of the
pellets. As a pellet has a diameter of less than 1/10 of a
millimeter, its wake and therefore the smoke trace is not wider
than 0.5 millimeter. Thedisturbanceoftheflow induced by the
pellet and its wake is apparently very small and can be
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neglected, since when the lrace is being observed, the pellet
h:Js gone beyond the observation region a distance several
orders of magnitude greater than its diameter and all distur~
b:me:es in the wake have decayed. After being placed wir.hin
the flow, the smoke trace behaves like a time line. Using a
stroboscope or several triggered flashes, the light scattered by
the smoke can be photographed. Flow velocities can be
determined by measuring the displacement of the smoke
traces between subsequent flashes.
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Fig. I Glass pipette

image as it traverses the flow, separate from rhe i11umin3;tcd
smoke trace. Due to drag forces on the pellet caused by the
airf1ow, its image is not exactly a straight line. This effect can
be large and influences the location of the smoke trace. [t is
therefore not possible to place the line at an exact! y predefined
position. When the pellet has crossed the whole region of
interest, the smoke trace is ready to be photographed. At this
time, however, the trace is already influenced by the flow and
by flow disturbances. This means that the older parts of the
smoke trace may have irregularities. This effect, rather than
causing a problem, is helpful for determining the flow
velocities even in direction of the smoke line by following
distinctrecognizable local irregularitiesover subsequent flashes.
For the illumination of the smoke traces a set of up to
four pre-charged flashes is used. flash rising time is 0.01 ms
and decay time to half intensity is about 0.5 ms. Due to this
relatively long decay time, the "leading edge" of the smoke
trace image, i.e., the edge in the direction of the flow velocity,
is diffuse. The trniling edge (this is the position of the line at
the flash rise), however, is very sharp due to the very fast flash
rising time. Therefore, just the sharp trniling edge sbould be
used for velocity measurements. Since there is one sharp edge,
the relatively large width of the line image has no adverse
effect. On the contrary, it can be helpful to determine the flow
direction by observation of the fading of the smoke trace
image.

THE TEST ROTORS AND THE EXPERIMENTAl SET UP
l----335mm

Fig. 2 Flow Visualisation Gun
The shooting mechanism consists of a thin glass pipette
and works according to the principle of an exploding wire
(Ref. 7 to 9) (see figure 1). A relatively large (I millimeter
diameter) titanium pellet electrically connects two wires.
Power is supplied by large capacitors. Due to the wire
explosion the relatively large titanium pellet partially
disintegrates into extremely small particles, which start burning
(diameter!ess than 1/10 of a millimeter). The rest of the large
pellet, which is of no funher interest, and all the burning
particles are accelerated by the explosion and leave the glass
pipette at a spreading angle of approximately 10 degree and
at a speed of 200 m/s and more, depending on the energy
provided by the capacitors. At the distance of 0.3 m an
aluminum screen (figure 2) with a small hole extracts one of
these small particles, which then fmally continues along its
path through the region of interest within the flow. Due to this
special screen arrangement, tbe probability is high that only
one particle leaves the apparatus. Final particle speed is
between 50 m/s and 150 m/s. If necessary for a high speed
flow field, it is possible to extend the particle speed with the
present apparatus up to about 250 m/s. The particle, however,
will slow down significantly due to the aerodynamic drag for
longer shooting ranges.
Usable shooting distance with the gun is about 0.5 m to
2.0 m, depending on the particle speed, size, and temperature.
After this distance, the particle becomes thermally unstable
and disintegrates or explodes into a Hrework of even smaller
particles.
Since the pellet is incandescent, it leaves a photographic

Two different test rotors have been used to perform the
experiments discussed througout this paper.
Rotor No 1 has two blades at fJXed pitch of 10 degree at
the tip with 33 degree twist and is 1.4 m in diameter. The
experiments were performed at a rotor speed of 666 rpm,
giving a tip speed of 48.6 m/s. Chord length at the tip is 53
millimeters. The rotor was operated in a relative small room
with a distance to all walls of about one rotor diameter. For
more data see Ref. 2.
Rotor No 2 has four blades at fJXed pitch of 10 degree at
the tip with no twist and is 1.0 min diameter. The experiments
were performed at a rotor speed of 1200 rpm, giving a tip
speed of 62.8 m/s. Chord length is 55 millimeters. This rotor
was operated in the large windtunnel hall of the University of
Aachen (see figure 3).

Pig. 3 Hover test set up in the windtunnel section

The tip speeds were actually constraints of the available
test rigs. As can be seen in the smoke photographs, however,
this should not be a limit for the method.
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Two cameras were used simultaneously to provide a
stereomelric view of the smoke line images. One of these (the
oncoming view camera) was set to have a tangential view of
the rotor, looking at the blade leading edge and showing the
radial flow on the blade and the tangentia.! flow within the
vortex. TI1e other one was set perpendicular to the "oncoming
view camera", depending on the experimental configuration.
For rotor No 1 il was set to have a radial view lOwards the tip
of the rotor blade, showing the chordwise flow on the blade.
For rotor No 2 it was set to have a view parallel to the rotor
axis. Therefore it had a view on the radial flow of the
downwash. For rotor No 1 the viewing angles of the cameras
were rotated slightly from these ideal positions to avoid blade
surface light reflections while keeping a good view on the
smoke traces.

flash; lowermost blade im.'lge).
The roll-up of the smoke tf'3ce can be observed as the
effect of the roll-up of the tip vortex. At the first flash there is
almost no influence of the blade on the smoke lrace, whereas
at the last flash the tip vortex is almost fully developed. 111e
smoke trace in this figure happened not to be placed exactly
in the core of the developing vortex. Nevertheless it is possible
to observe the radial station of the largest tangential velocity
in the vortex. TI1e smooth velocity profile gives evidence to
this fact. If the smoke trace had encountered the vortex at a
radial station outside of the maximum tangential velocity, a
sharp edge of the velocity profl.le, raising towards the maximum, would then be observed.

DISCUSSION Of THE FLOW VISUALIZATION IMAGES
Figure 4 gives a first impression of the capabilities of the
method in an initial non rotor test. Here, in a simple environment, the wake of an airfoil section in a windtunnel at a very
low air speed of 1.3 m/s is shown (Ref. 10). The straight line
is the image of the incandescent pellet. In a four-flashsequence the smoke line shows the flow in the wake of the
airfoil.

Fig.

5 Tip vortex at rotor No 1

'7

Fig. 4 Wake of an airfoil
Back to the helicopter rotor, figure 5 ptesents the developing tip vortex of rotor No 1 with maximum tangential
velocitiesinthevortexof20m/s. Theleadingedgeoftherotor
blade is moving towards the observer. Due to the slight
viewing angle of 8 degree relative to the rotor disk which is
necessary to avoid light reflections on the twisted blades, the
blade moves downward in the image. The smoke line stays at
a constant azimuthal rotor position during the four flash
sequence, which is in the image plaoe. The blade (or its
quarter chord line), however, moves from a position of shortly
behind the image plane at the first flash (uppermost blade
image) over the exact image plane position at the second flash
to an azimuthal position shortly in front of the image plane at
the third flash and finally to the last position, where even the
trailing edge has moved in front of the image plane (fourth

Fig. 6 30 reconstruction of the tip vortex roll-up

Figure 6 shows the development of the tip vortex in a 3dimensional view, which has been reconstructed using a
stereometric set of photographs. For this sketch the relations
have been changed to a blade-fiXed coordinate system and the
smoke line moves past the blade, shaped by the influence of
the tip vortex. Figure 7 shows a blow up of the same tip vortex
in an inverted (black on white) and contrast-enhanced view.
All following flow field images will be presented in a similar
technique, which greatly enhances the visibility of small
smoke structures or faint smoke lines. The rounding out of the
smoke line image at the fourth position indicates a beginning
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of a vortex ageing at an azimuthal position, before the vortex
!eaves t11e trailing edge of the blade, A quanlitative look at the
tangcncia! vclodeies of rllis developing von ex wi11 be shown
btcr in figure 10.

Fig 7

Contrast~enhanced

blow up of the tip vortex

Figures 9 and 10 show the capability of the new method
to investigate turbulent flow patterns and the bursting of
vortices: Dependin.g on the load of t11e rotor, lhe wake
contraction, and other characteristics, the tip vortex of one

Fig. 8 Tip vortex 4.6 cho!d lengths (W azimuth) behind blade

Figure 8 shows the tip vortex at an azimuth angle of 20
degree behind the blade. Two smoke lines have beenshotinto
the flow region and have been flashed four times, resulting in
Sline images. Due to a relative longtime interval between the
shot and the flash sequence, the vortex has rolled up the lines
by more than two revolutions. Apparently the vortex has
laminar flow characteristics, because the line images still can
be seen as separated lines.

rotor blade can come very near .into the vicinity of the
following blade and can have a strong influence on this blade.
This phenomenon, called "Blade Vortex Interaction" (BVI),

causes blade stress, rotor noise, and poor rotor efficiency due
to the induced velocities of the vortex. The theoretical
investigation of this problem is a very difficult task due to the
unknown structure of the vortex during BVL

Fig. 9 Burst tip vortex at BVI with the following blade
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Depending on the distance between blade and vortex at
BVI, the pressure field of the approaching blade cancausethe

bursting of the vortex and therefore produce an even more
complex and unknown structure. While the only other
possible method for an experimental investigation of this flow
type, the laser velocimetry, can only provide statistical data,
which nomuJJy have to be gathered over many rotor revolutions, the new method can visualize the complete core of the
burst vonex at one instant, showing its dimensions, tangential
velocities, and the dimensions of the local turbulent structures.
Figure 8 shows such a blade vortex interaction with a burst
vortex in a two-flash-sequence and in an oncoming view like
the one in figure 5. The blade is turning towards to the
observer and it looks like it is moving slightly downward due
to the small shift angle of the camera relative to the rotor disk.
The tip vortex of the preceding blade encounters the blade at
about 90% of the rotor radius. The vortex has moved
downward from the rotor disc only a distance of .30% of the
blade chord due to the weak downwash of the rotor.

vortex are presented for four different angles of azimuth,
counting from the quarter chord line of the blade. At an
azimuth of2 degree, when the vortex starts to develop strong
tangential velocities due to the pressure difference between
lower and upper surface (still on the blade at about 65%
chord), the core radius has a value of about 15% of the blade
chord and the tangential velocity is already very high (about
20m/s). A little later, at an azimuth of 4 degree, the vortex has
just left the trailing edge of the blade. Here, a significantly
increased core radius can be observed and additionally a
rounding out of the initially very sharp velocity peak. TI1is
rounding out can be observed in the flow images also (see
figure 7). The tangential velocity has stayed constant. Later, at
an azimuth of 20 degree, 4.6 chord !engtl1s behind the blade,
the tangential velocity has decayed to a little more than half
the former value. The core radius cannot be determined
exactly due to the lack of good flow photographs in tl1is
region. A1 an azimuth of 180 degree, during BVI with the
following blade, the tangential velocity cuts down even more
due to the bursting of the vortex and the core radius increases
to about twice the initial value.

tangential velocity of tip vortex at position x,
when blade has moved to positions a, b, c, d.
a= 2•, b = 4•, c = 20•, d = 1eo• (at BVI)
d

i
-~
0

a

Jg

b

g.;
c

t
Fig. 10 Right hand side: blow up of lower part of figure 9
left hand side: side view of right hand side,
showing axial velocities of the vortex
At the first flash (upper blade image; smoke line image
'A') the distance between blade leading edge and smoke line
is about half of the blade chord and the vortex is already burst
due to the pressure field of the approaching blade. There is
a very sharp boundary between the burst vortex core and the
laminar flow outside that core. Figure 10 shows a blow up of
the lower part of figure 9 on the right hand side, together with
the side view of the same flow field (looking from the tip
inward to the rotor hub- blade moving from left to right) on
the left hand side. A1 the second flash, half a chord after the
encounter with the smoke line, the influence of the blade has
completely destroyed the smoke line in its vicinity: a little
vapour is left only. Figure 10 and the lower part of figure 9,
however, can still be used to determine the mean tangential
velocity of the lower part of the burst vortex during the
encounter with the blade. Of course, the mean downwash
velocityhastobeconsideredforthisevaluation. The side view
of the vortex (left hand side of figure 10) shows very clearly
the turbulent shear flow in axial direction of the burst vortex
(side view: blade and flow moving from left to right - the
vortex center line is the top of the figure).
Figure 11 shows results of a quantitative evaluation of
different flow photographs. The tangential velocities in the tip
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Fig. 11 Measurement of tangential velocities in the
developing tip vortex

By their thickness, these curves indicate the uncertainty
in the determination of the tangential velocities. Reason for
this uncertainty is the unsteady character of the rotor flow for
these hover flight experiments. Due to the small test room
with a distance to the walls of about one rotor diameter, there
was a large recirculation flow. This resulted in a large band
width of different inflow conditions for the rotor flow and
therefore of the tangential velOcities of the tip vortex at
different experiments. The method itself has a very high
accuracy - depending on the fme grain of the photographic
film material and the technique h()w to determine the edge of
the smoke line images in the ph<>tographs only. The smoke
particles can be considered to follow these low speed now
types very accurately. For a discussion of the possible errors
in the velocity determination using time lines see Ref. 11.
Using digital image processing, the computer can help
toproducequantitativedataoftl1evelocityfield. Corresponding
points (the earlier mentioned irregularities) on the smoke line
images can be used to calculate the mean local flow velocities
between each two subsequent flashes. Jn the following steps
ofthe procedure, the computer combines twostereometrically
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taken photographs to produce 3--dimensional plots of the
smoke line images like the example of figure 6 or even
streamline plors. Even clle complete velocity vector plot of a
larger flow field can be calculated, using a larger set of
stereometric photographs of that flow field and a special 3dimensional interpolation procedure. Figure 12 shows the
interpolated flow around the blade tip including the tip vortex
of figure 5. More details regarding the image processing can

sensitive to the vertical position of the smoke line. Using a set
of photographs for each azimuthal position, it will be possible
to calculate and interpolate the complete flow field.
Prototypes of the apparatus (figure 16) and tile image
processing hard- and software are available UfXIn request and
can be adap~ed to different applications.

be found in Refs. 3 and 4.

z

Fig. 14 Downwash at 45° azimuth behind the blade
- "'10 ml~ (velocity vectors in zy-plane at quarter chord ~ne. x::Q)

0.8

Fig. 12 Interpolated vector plot
In another experiment, using rotor No 2, the downwash
velocity near to the rotor disc has been investigated. As this
rotor has been used at the Department of Aeronautics at the
University of Aachen for many years (see Refs. 12 and 13),
many data are available and will be used forcomparisoninthe
future. These include probe based downwashmeasurements
and norma[ smoke visualizations. Additionally there arc flow
calculations, using a free wake analysis technique.

0.9

radius

45 degree azimuth, Smm above rotor disc

j

45 degree azimuth, Smm below rotor disc

1.0

2
3

67.5 degree azimuth, 10mm above rotor disc
67.5 degree azimuth, 50mm below rotor disc
(azimuth from quarter chard line backwards)

Pig. 15 Initial measurement of downwash velocities
(at different azimuthal and vertical positions)

Fig. 13 Downwash at 67.5" azimuth behind the blade
Figure 13 and 14 show the downwash velocity at
different azimuthal JX>Sitions and different distances from the
rotor disc. Quantitative velocity data are presented in figure 15,
again with the azimuthal angle counting from 0 degree at the
quarter chord line of the blade. Due to the large wake
contraction in the vicinity of the rotor disc, there is a large
acceleration of the downwash. 'Ibis gives larger downwash
velocities benealh. the rotor disc than over the disc. The peak
of the velocity, induced by the tip vortices, is even more

Pig. 16 Flow Visualization Gun apparatus
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